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Pacific Progress towards the SDGs
1. We are at an inflection point in history
2. Humanity faces a stark and urgent choice: breakdown or breakthrough
3. Our Common Agenda is an agenda of action designed to strengthen and accelerate multilateral agreements – particularly the 2030 Agenda – and make a tangible difference in people’s lives
4. Our Common Agenda contains recommendations across 4 broad areas strengthening global governance; focusing on the future; renewing the social contract; and ensuring a United Nations fit for a new era.
5. Our Common Agenda presents the United Nations Secretary-General’s vision on the future of global cooperation through an inclusive, networked, and effective multilateralism
### Advancing Pacific Priorities (stock-taking since 5th PFSD 2021)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Climate resilience</th>
<th>Climate-smart trade &amp; Energy transition</th>
<th>Development Financing</th>
<th>SDG Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Launch of the Asia Pacific Disaster Report 2022 for ESCAP Sub-regions - Pathways for Adaptation and Resilience in the Pacific, 12 Sept 2022 | • Launch OF Tuvalu’S National Trade Development Strategy, 13 May 2022  
• National SDGs Roadmap for Pacific SIDS | Pacific Regional Debt Conference “Addressing Debt Sustainability in the Pacific in the Aftermath of COVID-19”, 5-8 April 2022 | • Voluntary National Reviews  
• Stakeholder engagement and partnerships  
• SDG Tracker and monitoring  
• UN-CROP Collaboration |

---

**Tuvalu National Trade Development Strategy (2022-2026)**

**Pathways to Adaptation and Resilience in Pacific SIDS Subregional Report**

**Pacific Regional Debt Conference**

**Addressing Debt Sustainability in the Pacific in the Aftermath of COVID-19**

**Asia and the Pacific SDG Progress Report 2022**

Widening disparities amid COVID-19
Uniting Pacific Voices (6th PFSD 2022)

**National SDGs progress**
- National achievements and challenges shared by countries in their SDG implementation
- Identify priority actions

**Regional Cooperation**
- Regional partnerships, practices, innovative solutions on SDG delivery in the context of current crises

**Global Solidarity**
- Long-term strategic reposition of Small Island Developing States (SIDS).
- Complementary approaches to accelerate 2030 Agenda, SIDS global plan of action and 2050 Strategy for the Blue Pacific Continent
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